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� Amnesty 2.0 – The Resisters Path Home 
 

 

Presenters: Willie Hager, Jan Ruhman and Nicole Guininling 
Room:  University A 

 

 

The Amnesty 2.0 Plenary Workshop is a follow-up to the 2.0 Workshop presented at the 2012 Miami 
VFP Convention. At that workshop, we formed a list-serve of activists who would be interested in 
moving this issue forward in light of the recent and pending deportations of Resisters from Canada, 
which have resulted in them being handed over to the US Military for Courts Martial, and ultimately 
imprisoned. We have spent the last several months networking, and drumming up support for the 
idea of Amnesty, not only as an achievable goal, but as an Educational Campaign regarding the 
plight of Resisters, and creating a positive environment for the creation of a support network for their 
return whether voluntarily, or under deportation orders from the Canadian government. There is a 
plan to SKYPE with resisters at this workshop. 

 

� Iraq Caucus 
 

 

Presenters: Thomas Fasy 
Room:  Capital Ballroom A 

 

 

Connect with others at this Caucus who have been to Iraq - or who coordinate projects for reconciliation. 

For discussion –  

1.) a concise summary & update on VFP's Iraq Water Project   

2.) a brief description & current status of IVAW's "Right to Heal" project   

[ IVAW's participation in this will be most welcome]    

3.) a brief description of the emerging health crises in Iraq        

4.) the Justice for Fallujah project. 

 

� Drones and Resistance 
 

 

Presenters: Joy First and Bonnie Block 
Room:  Caucus Room 

 

 

Join these Wisconsin activists, resisting the construction of a drone facility on a military base west of 
Madison. Hear of their work at this Caucus and share your work on stopping drones form your 
communities. We will meet in the Caucus room - where the DRONE Quilt, put together by Leah 



Bolger will be hanging throughout the Convention. Come view the quilt -  and then find out more 
about how to stop the killing drones. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

� 



� Memories of Forgotten War and the VFP-KPC video, "End the 
Korean War Now!" 

 

 

Presenters: Ramsay Liem 
Room:  Conference Room III 

 

 

 

MEMORY OF FORGOTTEN WAR conveys the human costs of military conflict through deeply 
personal accounts of the Korean War (1950-1953) by four Korean-American survivors. Their 
stories take audiences through the trajectory of the war, from extensive bombing campaigns, 
to day-to-day struggle for survival, and separation from family members across the DMZ. 
Decades later, each person reunites with relatives in North Korea, conveying beyond words 
the meaning of family loss. These stories belie the notion that war ends when the guns are 
silenced and foreshadow the future of countless others displaced by ongoing military conflict 
today. This new documentary is part of the observation of the 60th anniversary of the Korean 
War Armistice Agreement this year. This film is 35 minutes, and further info is available at 
www.mufilms.org/films. Another very short film will be presented at this session, too - "End the 
Korean War Now!" 

 

 

� The Role of Associate Members in VFP and in the Peace & Social 
Justice Movements 

 

 

Presenters: David Williams, Don McKeating, Mike Fox, Casey 
Stinemetz 
Room:  Conference Room III 

 

 

 

Participants in this Caucus will review the role played by Associate Members in the past, what 
Associates working on now and for the immediate future, and how we might step-up recruiting new 
VFP members by doing outreach to the general peace community and American public. 

 

 

 

� Veterans Health Crisis Caucus 
 

 

Presenter:  Ann Wright 
Room:  Conference Room IV 

 

 

This Caucus is a prelude to the workshop scheduled on Friday morning, 8:30 am called: Veterans 
Health Crisis & the Costs of War: PSTD and BTI, Military Sexual Trauma and Suicides". This Caucus 
period will give participants extra time to hear all voices before the panel presentation Friday. 



� Alternative and Community Media: What, Why, How - 
 

 

Presenters: Esty Dinur, Rebecca Kemble, and Crystal Zevon 
Room:  Conference Room V 

 

 

With major media owned by and serving the interests of the 1% ( and the few holdovers about to be 
bought by the Koch Brothers), alternative and community media become ever more important. From 
accurate reporting about war to organizing against mining and environmental degradation, these are 
the sources that serve the 99%. And, wherever you are, you can be a citizen journalist too! 


